Become a shore
diving expert
Unlimited dive
education
Free pre-trip
buoyancy clinic

March 13-20, 2020

This great package includes:
• R/T air from STL
• 7 Nights (double occupancy)
at the Hamlet Oasis
Oceanfront Villas
• 6 days of unlimited shore
diving including either a
Mangrove dive or East Coast
diving
• Double cab pickup truck
(automatic trans) per 4 people
+ full coverage insurance
• Dinner daily
• Free Nitrox, tanks & weights
• $45 Marine Park Fee
Not included in cost:
• Breakfast & Lunch
• Fuel on rental pickup truck
Trip Cost:
1 Bedroom in a Condo Unit
(double occupancy)
$2,500 diver / $2,300 non-diver

Not your typical dive vacation! This is a dive
adventure. If your ideal get away includes nonstop action, and thrills;
this trip is for you. Two of our adventurous and tireless instructors, Jeff
and Stacey Mormol will serve as your guides to both the iconic and less
traveled areas of this beautiful Caribbean island. There will be a focus
on both dive education and new experiences. This is an ideal trip for
one wanting to complete their open water certification dives, an
individual looking to become a master scuba diver ( PADI’s highest
rated level of recreational diving) or even a PADI Divemaster.
This trip includes the rare opportunity to experience the Ostracod
during a supermoon. The Ostracod night dive is a bioluminescent
light show like you have never seen. A few days after the full
moon, tiny crustaceans called Ostracods put on a brilliant mating
display that lights up the ocean surrounding you in points of light.
Some describe it as drifting weightless through space among
hundreds of stars. The incredible part of this dive is that no
external light is necessary to create the bioluminescence. The
crustaceans supply the light themselves! This occurrence
happens only twice a year in a few places on earth… and we are
gonna be there when it happens!

Disclaimer: Y-kiki and its professional staff Jeff and Stacey Mormol are
not responsible if a vacation is necessary after returning home. Y-kiki is
also not responsible if you return home a more advanced diver and are
no longer satisfied with traditional dive trips.
An initial deposit of $500 per person is required at sign-up. 2nd payment of $1,000 is due Dec. 1, 2019. Final payment is
due by Feb. 1, 2020. Deposits and payments are nonrefundable unless we can fill your space. We strongly encourage
you to purchase trip cancellation insurance. We also encourage each diver to have diving accident insurance.
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Turn your next vacation into an adventure!
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